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Introduction

During the last decades there has been an upsurge in research on xenophobic populist parties mirroring the political successes of these parties in Western Europe and to some extent in Eastern Europe. In the Swedish context, in a period of neoliberal restructuring of the welfare state, not only have issues of ‘race’, citizenship and belonging been important elements of the public debate, but these issues have unfolded in parallel with the presence of a neo-Nazi social movement and the emergence of two new parliamentary parties – New Democracy from 1991 to 1994 and Sweden Democrats (SD) from 2010 – in which cultural racism has been central (Deland and Westin, 2007).

Mainstream research has especially focused on the xenophobic content and how to relate these parties to the wider research on party politics in Western liberal democracies. While there have been some studies emphasising the fact that women to a lesser degree than men vote and participate in these parties, there are still very few studies analysing the worldview of women active in these parties, and the role of gender as metaphor, identity and as policy within these parties.

The aim of the article is to explore how women within a Swedish version of these parties, the Sweden Democrats, name and reflect upon their experiences, especially focusing on how a care rhetoric is used in their narratives.¹ Many of our female informants claim that there is a big challenge in being a representative for the SD. They can be ostracised by other political parties and labelled racist by the media, neighbours and friends. Family members may

¹ The study is inspired by a qualitative methodology. The material consists of twenty interviews with SD representatives in 2008-2009, participant observation in three municipality budget debates and text analysis of party documents and SD’s blog. The informants were never asked questions on racism, migrants and ethnicity, but the informants raised such issues as responses to general questions.
consider their political choice objectionable. Following the electoral success of the Sweden Democrats there have been discussions among the other parties in the national parliament on strategy. So far all parties have declared that they do not negotiate politics with SD. Thus, the women we interviewed have chosen to represent a racist party (although they do not see themselves or the party as racist). What inspires them? What visions of gender evolve from their worldview?

We take as our point of departure twenty in-depth interviews with female SD politicians from both ‘majority’ and migrant backgrounds complemented by party texts and participant observation. Our personal location (as non-white scholars) provides, we think, a different base for alternative understandings, compared to that offered by mainstream political science and sociology that, we argue, both conceals the centrality of racisms and under-theorises gender. We do not, however, see our study as the only answer; it is a partial interpretation that, hopefully, contributes to a wider understanding (Blee and Kenny, 2000).

The article is structured in the following way. We start by outlining the context of our study, focusing on culturally racist parties and specifically Sweden and the Sweden Democrats. Thereafter we give some illustrations of the ways in which the Sweden Democrats act upon notions of gender and gender equality. The main focus of the article explores the central role that notions of care have in the accounts of female SD activists. We conclude by arguing the need for a feminist and race-critical exploration (Lewis, 2006, Essed, 2001) of the tensions between gendered notions of care and gendered racism.

**Exploring culturally racist political parties**
There is a plethora of names being used to describe parties that, as a central mobilising interpellation, focus on the threats of migration, migrants and racialised others. Extreme Right (Mudde, 2000), Extreme Right-Wing Populism (Rydgren, 2005a), Radical Right-Wing Populism (Rydgren, 2005b), Populist Parties of the Right (Betz, 2005) and Populist Radical Right Parties (Mudde, 2007) are some of the terms used to describe such parties. Instead of using the word ‘racism’ these researchers often talk about migration sceptics, anti-migration, welfare-chauvinism, nativism and xenophobia. Inspired by Fennema (1997) and the discussion of new/cultural racism (Barker, 1981), we conceptualise the Sweden Democrats as a culturally racist party. The concept of racism aims to emphasise the diverse forms of racist ideology and its structuration in specific historical circumstances (Balibar, 1991, Gilroy, 2004) and lends itself to an understanding both of traditional biological racism and new or changing forms of racism (Bhavnani, 2001, Feldman, 2011). One central feature in these understandings is that racism is increasingly expressed in ways that do not use the word ‘race’ as a word. However, ethnicity, culture and religion are used in a racialising manner that often recreates the content of biological racism through different words. This cultural racism, we argue, characterises the Sweden Democrats.

In capturing racism in society, there has been an emphasis on the racism oh the extreme-right parties. However, we differentiate between two forms of racism – exclusionary and exploitative (Mulinari & Neergaard 2012a). We see exclusionary racism (that can also be called the losers’ racism) as associated with the radical right-wing party political idea of ‘getting rid of them’. Exploitative racism (that can also be called the winners’ racism), in contrast, is about creating a labour force that can be used for low-paid work (Miles, 1987,
Castles and Kosack, 1973), and is a central aspect in the global reproduction of capitalism in its neoliberal form and thus located in the centre of society (Lutz, 2011, Phizacklea, 2004). What is interesting to note is that parts of the racialising discourses are similar while others are quite distinct, but more importantly they are invoked for completely different political projects.

Thus, SD’s cultural racism may to a certain extent be seen as an extreme reworking of notions and practices that are embedded in European liberal democracies (Perry, 2001). They reproduce and develop hierarchies between groups that are already established. The radicality lies in how they present solutions and, through these solutions, develop their variant of racism. Our contention is that the hegemonic Swedish public and political discourse already contains similar (racist) elements, in moderate forms (Hellström and Nilsson, 2010).

These different forms of racism have also different intersections of gender and racism. Exploitative racism focuses on the construction of (cheap) labour through racialisation, as well as reaping tax benefits for employing (migrant) domestic workers. And while racialisation is used in respect of both men and women, it is gendered in the construction of exploitable labour. In a Swedish context, the technique used has mainly been to construct migrant women as care labour in both public and private sectors (Gavanas, 2010). In contrast, exclusionary racism, a hallmark of the SD, is woven into a particular (exclusionary) gender discourse based on the regulation of sexuality and reproduction within the nation, the protection of ‘our’ women, and the inferiorisation/demonisation of ‘the Other’ s gender culture (Yuval-Davis and Marfleet, 2012, Blee, 2007, Koonz, 1987).

Despite the gendered character of how cultural racism is articulated there is still very little research focusing on parties like the Sweden Democrats A point of departure for this article is
the strong underrepresentation of women within Sweden Democrats. While SD has a membership of over 9,000 members, only about 20% are women. Furthermore, women account for only 15% of SD’s national parliamentarians (the second-lowest representation of women is in the Centre Party, with about a third); in regional and local municipalities the representation is slightly higher (17% and 19%). The estimation (from exit and opinion polls) of the female vote is around a quarter to a third, and it is not increasing. This is in line with voting patterns in other European countries. However, when it comes to opinions on migrants and migration, Swedish women are generally more in favour of migration and migrants (Mella and Palm, 2013), while there is, according to Mudde, little gender difference in most other countries (2007).

In the analyses of our interviews, the SD women seem to be bearers of a particular form of femininity (Martin, 2001, Rose, 2005) that is difficult to reconcile with the Swedish discourse on gender equality, rooted as it is in women’s equal participation in the labour market (most of our informants are unemployed, on sick-leave and lack a professional/work identity) on the one hand, and double-income households on the other – a discourse that is central for women politicians in all Swedish parties from the Left to Right. Their marital status (where many are divorced, single mothers or with no children) may have decreased their identification with the Christian Democrats, the only party in the Swedish parliament that shares their views about gender, although without the element of cultural racism. In this sense women’s activism could be understood as a strategy to mobilise the only capital (Adkins, 2001) they have left: their Swedishness. We say ‘Swedishness’, but should say ‘whiteness/Europeanness’ as some of our informants have migrated from other European countries. The class composition of SD
activists varies, although generally there is an overrepresentation of working class and small business owners, often on the margins of being established. Most of our informants could be described as unskilled workers at the margin of the labour market, often relying at least partially on social insurance/benefits. However, those of the leadership who are university-educated have played an important role in trying to change the appearance of the party towards a more cultivated posture, while attempting to maintain the underdog position vis-à-vis all the other parties defined as the elite.

Sameness for the nation, difference for the family

We reject the attempts to adapt mankind to magnificent utopias. Instead, we believe that politics should be elaborated according to how mankind is in reality. Every society should be built on shared values, the lowest common denominator of basic norms and values…. Sure, every person is unique, but we are also more or less similar. We are all dependent on solidarity, people who in various ways are similar to us and that we can identify with. Sweden Democrats believe that it is primarily the family and the nation that give us the conditions to achieve this. No constructed collective can fully replace these deeply rooted, original senses of belonging (Sverigedemokraterna 2005).

Men and women are not created equal and can, therefore, in different contexts use different starting points and do different things in different ways. Men and women complement each other, and, therefore, every child’s right to a mother and a father is also of substantial significance (Sverigedemokraterna 2005).
The above quotes do not touch on migration or criticise Swedish gender equality policies. They do not discuss biology or race. The emphasis is on how people *really* are. The SD's political profile uses common-sense understandings and the term ‘real people’\(^2\) to create a representation of the party as embodying the true feelings of the common man, the one who ‘knows’ that women and men are different and loves his family but not his neighbours (if they are not similar to himself). There is, however, a tension in how the racist worldview of the party understands human nature. While the nation as a natural place for solidarity is characterised by similarity, the family in general and particularly the close relationship between women and men is characterised by complementarity. While sameness is fundamental to belonging to the nation, difference (between women and men) is the nucleus for regulating intimacy and kinship systems.

The SD’s 2010 election program, argues Norocel (2013), uses the word ‘protect’ in relation to both (Swedish) children and demanding jobs for (Swedish) workers, so that men are once again able to provide for their families. This re-inscription of patriarchal order that is at the heart of men's support of the party, this nostalgia for what has been lost was however not very marked in our interviews with women activists.

Per Björklund, member of the party executive, party treasurer and municipal policy coordinator stresses the link between curtailing women’s rights and reproducing the nation when talking about abortion:

---

\(^2\) Playing on the antagonism between 'the people' and the elites, the term 'Real People' was used in Sweden by the right-wing populist party New Democracy in the early 1990s, but is also actively used by the Christian Democratic Party. SD used it in their stronghold region budget proposal: https://skane.sverigedemokraterna.se/files/2010/08/Budget-Region-Sk%C3%A5ne-2010.pdf
Even from a demographic point of view, there is reason to question the high abortion rate. The seven politically correct parties in the Swedish Parliament consider, with the possible exception of the Christian Democrats, that our high abortion rates are quite in order. In Sweden, a woman gives birth to an average of 1.8 children. In order to maintain a stable population (without immigration), a required birth rate is slightly above 2. The low birth rate will lead to significant strains on pensions and healthcare. The politically correct want to solve this by mass immigration from countries with high birth rate, that is, the Middle East and North Africa. As a Sweden Democrat I realise that such a policy will lead to a disastrous clash of cultures which will eventually break down our Sweden. Would it not be better pursuing a policy that lowers the abortion rate instead? (Björklund, 2009).

Gender equality (jämställdhet) is not given a specific place in SD’s key policy document. It is not an area of policy but subordinated to the party’s ideological framework. In an article under the heading 'Swedish gender equality equates women with cattle', an SD member of the party executive declares:

How much money and suffering gender equality ideology has consumed can be evaluated by looking at divorce rates, making visits to child and adult psychiatry wards, social services, schools, medical centres, addiction care and law enforcement (Sandstedt 2007).

For this party representative, gender equality is one of the roots of all societal conflicts. This quote shows how the SD is also a response to the successful Swedish women's movement.
Walton, 2012) as well as towards social democratic and liberal policies that provide not only public support for combining work and family, but equalise, accept and explicitly support different family forms. SD is not the only voice in Sweden that would argue this way. There is a diverse array of conservative and neoconservative scholars, intellectuals and politicians who believe that gender equality has gone too far and who yearn for more strictly divided gender roles (Magnusson et al., 2008). What separates SD from many of these voices is the reasoning behind the criticism. Headlines like 'Another African rapist in Karlstad' (Orrenius, 2010), following racist representations of migrant men as patriarchal and violent against women, illustrate the means by which the SD aims to locate itself within the Swedish policy field regarding the intersection of race and gender.

However, gender equality is a difficult issue for culturally racist parties in the Nordic countries in general and for SD in particular (Berggren 2007; Gullestad 2002; Norocel 2010). On one hand, the party's ideological core is suspicious of gender equality and its connection with feminism; on the other, gender equality constructed as a Swedish national trait is often seen as a fundamental boundary between 'us and them'. Swedishness in this context is gender equality as a national characteristic, as highlighted in this opinion piece by Jimmie Åkesson, the SD party leader:

As a Sweden Democrat I see this [Islam and Muslims in Sweden] as our biggest foreign threat since World War II, and I promise to do everything in my power to reverse the trend when we go to the polls next year…
…that leading representatives of the Muslim community will demand the implementation of Sharia law (Sharialagar) in Sweden; that the Swedish municipal health board (Landsting) would use taxes to circumcise (skära av förhuden) totally healthy young boys; that Sweden would have a higher level of rape and that Muslim men would be strongly represented among the rapists (förövare); that Swedish swimming clubs would introduce separate timetables for women and men, that Swedish municipalities would discuss the possibility of gender-segregated swimming education in schools (Åkesson 2009).

Representations of the Swedish Muslim population as a problem and as a threat to Swedish gender equality follow the same general discursive repertoire that is also present in mainstream political discourse: Swedish culture is secular, women-friendly and respects individuality, and Muslims are religious, patriarchal and living in collectivistic cultures (Gardell, 2010, Razack, 2004, Gullestad, 2002, Yegenoglu, 1998). SD justifies with the shared assumption within Swedish public discourse that it is those who belong to the nation who have the power and the right to decide over the process of achieving Swedishness. What is specific to the Sweden Democrats is that they focus on their right to exclude the other (instead of tolerating/educating/saving/exploiting the other). A key component of these arguments is the connection of the boundary between ‘us and them’ to polarisation processes in which the other is not only different but problematically different – they differ from what is considered normal (Hage, 1998). Another component of the activist stories, partly grounded view of themselves as normal, which was very present in our study, is the denial of racism.
Caring (racist) selves

Despite their protestations against being called racist, our informants expounded worldviews which are plainly racist. All of them agree that migrants in general and Muslims in particular are a burden to the Swedish welfare state, because they do not work, they cheat and misuse the resources of the welfare state. They are also convinced that migrants in general and Muslims in particular are a threat to the Swedish nation, due to their background in patriarchal cultures and religions, and to their resistance to assimilation.

And then, recently, we visited X [neighbourhood] and then met with the police chief in X and he told me what the situation is there. And he confirmed exactly what I have said. Thus, there are very many families that certainly do not want to know anything about Sweden ... or Swedish society. They do not learn the language; they do not want to know about Swedish traditions or culture, even their obligations. They gladly accept the money and then they live a 'herd-life',

you know...

That they are not racist is a message that is important to the informants, not only in relation to the party policies but in their understanding of their own identity. Our informants often come back to their (strong) self-esteem regarding their understanding of the personality traits that are needed to be SD; the pride they carry in the 'us' they create, in contrast to all the

(Swedish) others who don’t organise themselves (even though everyone thinks like 'us').
One way to understand SD’s exclusionary racism is to imagine a Russian nesting-doll with endless small dolls in different shapes and forms but similar to one another popping out, one after another. Racist narratives while similar at the core, shift in both the target (Jews, Muslims, Blacks, migrants) and the content of the narrative (dangerous, a burden to the welfare state, patriarchal, impossible to assimilate, etc.). Many informants highlight the problem of migration in terms of the burden that migration is for the municipalities, whilst in the next breath saying that many of those who come here are not asylum-seekers and that most who come here exploit the system. Furthermore, the same informants group asylum-seekers together with terrorists and criminals. Sometimes the informants talk about migrants referring to the entire category, sometimes about Negroes, Jews and Arabs, sometimes about nationality and sometimes (very rarely) about race, but often about Muslims (Mulinari & Neergaard 2012b).

However, our informants share a specific form of racism predicated on their understanding of women, femininity and gender; a form of racism grounded in care, which distinguishes them from the broader public party rhetoric. A common story about the process of coming out as a Sweden Democrat is where the person wakes up and discovers that SD politicians are not as they are portrayed by the media. We use ‘coming out’ metaphors because the informants’ narrative is structured in relation to a former self that embodied contradictory emotions but found it difficult to articulate them. ‘Coming out’ as an SD supporter or activist is, therefore, a kind of catharsis through which the new SD-self is (re)created. This is in line with SD female politicians’ clear conversion stories, where the discovery that the evil is actually good is the essence of the story. In stories like this, the self is highlighted as having dared to transgress conventions and, through this, found a true capacity to develop their own caring self:
It was before the elections. We were sitting there, all political parties there, in front of the podium. I had to sit next to a Sweden Democrat, and you've no idea, and everyone went like, ‘Ohh, you're gonna sit next to.. Ohh!’ They were really like, ‘Ohh,’ cold hands like this… So I just kind of sat there. But I realised he was really nice, there was absolutely nothing wrong with him and he didn't have all of these preconceived ideas, and he had really nice and proper ways. We spoke about our children. A normal conversation. I felt that he was really concerned about their future. That it was not only numbers for him. Why do people say that they’re so horrible and, and that they’re xenophobic and racists and... These people really care, they risk so much for others. Am I talking too much?

In this case, the informant had been working politically for another party, a party that she experiences as having become too ‘politically correct’ (informant’s term) among other things, in its demarcation against the Sweden Democrats. It is the discovery that the SD representative is ‘nice’ that opens the door to her political career in the party. That SD is involved in politics not because its members are racist but because of their concern for others is a recurrent theme in our material. In the quote ‘nice’ is strongly linked to ‘normal’, and the nice is in opposition to holding racist ideas and arguments. Despite the efforts of postcolonial and race-critical scholars (Andersson and Molina, 2003, Hubinette and Lundström, 2010, Schierup and Ålund, 2011), the tendency to narrowly define racism in terms of biological
racism continues to be strong in Sweden. When the informant argues that nice, normal people who care about their children cannot be horrible racists, she is identifying a central topic in the political debate: the transformation of the SD from a social movement with roots in Nazism (‘horrible’) to a parliamentary political party with an ethnopluralist platform (‘acceptable’) (Rydgren, 2007).

The quote below is re-produced here in its entirety because it is perhaps the most recurring type of comment in the interviews. In a series of conversations a coming-out discourse emerges that always begins with a description of the self as open and generous.

I've always been a person who is open to everybody. People who are Muslims or this and that or Chinese, it made no difference to me, because we're all just people. I've always thought that before. So I've tried to raise my kids [like that], but it hasn't been possible, because they have lived in a completely different world, where there's been a lot of gangs, where there's been a lot of assaults, where there's been a lot... and it's been the migrants. And it was probably then when I started to react and think that, 'But come on, Andrea – it's a nice thought, but it doesn't work that way in real life. It does not work for those that you care the most for.' I would be a bad mother if I did not acknowledge this. At the same time I started talking to the people coming from the former Yugoslavia, where they really hate each other now, and then I thought, 'Still, they lived in the same
country, and they hate each other now. They're crude and racists.' There are a lot of people coming here, bringing this hate; they don't really want to live in harmony with us. It is neither good for them nor for us. And that's where I feel strongly about doing something.

There are two basic explanations as to why the informant changed her view of people with other backgrounds. On the one hand, her experience as a mother and what she perceives as her equality ideology collides with her children's experiences (of gangs of immigrants). On the other hand, she explains her racism by the racism of 'others'. It is 'they' who come here bringing hate and prejudice, thereby forcing the informant to change her ideology which, according to the informant herself, is not sustainable 'in real life'. In her account, racism is a cultural product that has been brought to Sweden by immigrants and forces Swedes who have previously followed an equality ideology to think differently. In other words, it is the migrants' fault that SD is forced to think the way they do. In addition, because she wants to be a good mother, or actually because the migrants and migration hinder her from being a good mother, she becomes a member of an organized political party. At the crossroads between the culturally racist politics of the SD and gender, a racist maternalism evolves (van der Klein et al., 2012, Koven and Michel, 1993) where care includes everybody, even those who are one of the party’s central targets.
Female politicians in SD want to develop a positive identity in which their involvement in the party is explained by their concern for others, not by, as one informant articulated it, ‘any ideology of hatred; it is because we love, not because we hate, that we are in SD’.

I have always – even as a child, so to speak – if there was someone who wasn’t accepted or bullied, I tried to take care of them in any way, and in that I haven’t allowed myself to become affected by the surrounding world, what they thought, but I have followed my own inner voice when it comes to fighting for and supporting the little man…To protect and to care for those that are vulnerable and in need of help. But that naturally leads to the issues of caring for our own as well.

From her story emerges a self-image of an enthusiastic person who is passionate about social justice issues, and whose sole purpose is to protect the ‘vulnerable human being’. In this conception of the world, SD adherents belong to a party that wants to allocate resources and include those who are excluded. Scholarship on citizenship and nationhood has identified how the construction of who is a citizen is at the core of social policy visions in a globalised world (Lewis, 2000). The tension is evident in the definition of who deserves care; it is in the shift from care for all, to care ‘for our own’ that the ideology of the party can be seen. This form of caring racism reappeared in a series of interviews, connected to arguments that expand the care for our own towards forms of inclusive (racist) care. This is especially present in the argument that SD’s policies, which are often criticised for being racist, aim to protect migrants from the Swedish refugee policy:
I don't have anything against refugees, because I am myself a second-generation migrant. It's about this flow of refugees that we have – we've taken on too many refugees. We can't keep track of it. And this has already been going on for twenty years. We're seeing how the country is starting to fall apart – welfare, our welfare state we once created. And it's not the refugees’ fault, but it's a political failure. And that's why I've become involved in this, because I want to change it. We have segregation, we have cultural clashes, we have ethnic tensions and then we have these enclaves where immigrants settle in one area and do not become part of Swedish society. And this has been allowed to happen. And so I repeat: we are the ones who haven’t managed it properly here in Sweden. We’ve just let this pass without doing anything. And the migrants themselves also think this has become a problem. They have, when they’ve arrived here they've gotten problems with their children. Many of our migrants have fallen into criminal activities, as have many of our young people. But we must tackle the problem, and it's hard when it keeps accelerating all the time, and you don’t do anything about it. The SD is the one to speak out, the only one who cares.

This long quotation is an illustration of the form of racist care the informants convey. It is interesting to see how this informant oscillates between being Swedish and being a migrant.
Her story is founded on three basic assumptions: the first is a sort of variant on the threat of disaster (‘too many immigrants, ethnic enclaves’); the second is legitimation through the presence of migrants as a category (‘I’m an immigrant myself, I have migrant friends, migrants personally agree with me’) often used by the SD to respond to criticism regarding racism. The third is a systematic difference between us (Swedes developing a flawed policy) and them (migrants who come here) where ‘they’ are regarded as a monolithic group without individuality, and where ‘we’ have responsibility for ‘our’ migrants. The argument that the SD also cares for the future of migrant families and their generational conflicts, is an important frame of the particular forms of care racism:

So the biggest part that we as a party focus on is in fact the immigration issue and how it has undermined and eroded the country. A lot has been set aside because of these expenses that are connected to an immigration that has been horrible both for those who come here and those who live here. It’s not humane, any of this.

The last two quotes highlight what could be seen as an ethnopluralist (Rydgren, 2007) discourse. Care may be extended to the racialised other through arguing that their migration to Sweden (while of course not being good for Sweden and the ‘Swedes’) is also bad for the migrants themselves. In this sense care racism is also formulated as helping migrants by sending them back to their ‘true’ home.
Our informants' view of care creates two variants of what we conceptualise as care racism.

The first and dominant form is caring selves, in which a racialised version of the (Swedish) self is constructed based on the aggregation of how the family is viewed. A second version of caring racism is linked to what we see as an ethnopluralist understanding. Here caring also extends to the racialised other, albeit in the form of caring that they return to their home country, for their own good. Whereas the first form of caring racism has been discussed in general terms, for instance through the analysis of welfare chauvinism, what we consider to be our contribution is in the consideration of its gendered forms. In addition, we argue that a second variant of caring racism facilitates being an exclusionary racist by formulating it as a form of caring for the racialised other.

Care is salient for two reasons. The first is the centrality of the notion of care in the Nordic welfare states in general, and in particular, among feminist scholars exploring the subordinated position of women within a gender-segregated labour market doing care work (Bergqvist, 1999). The other is the existential need, so present in what our informants told us, to explain their participation in the party being due to the positive value of caring, rather than the negative value of racism.

An often taken-for-granted aspect in feminist scholarship has been the normative 'good' in care, whereas the focus has been on avoiding (over)exploitation in care work. Our angle, inspired by postcolonial feminism, is slightly different. Social anthropologist Uma Narayan (1995) argues that while contemporary care discourses focus on acknowledging human needs and relationships, there is a need to identify a colonial care discourse that enables colonisers to construct themselves as superior. The author asserts that thinking about care discourses in colonial contexts illuminates the roles it has historically played in legitimating relations of
power (see also Ware, 2008). Cultural critic Sara Ahmed further explores these connections between feelings and racism in the following words:

How has politics become a struggle over who has the right to name themselves as acting out of love? What does it mean to stand for love by standing alongside some others and against other others? (Ahmed, 2003)

The concept of caring racism follows in this postcolonial feminist tradition by identifying care as a floating signifier successfully appropriated by the racist party. Can racism be caring? Our informants’ answer to the question is yes. We agree with them on a number of issues. Racist parties provide an epistemic community where people care for each other. Members of racist parties use their time and resources for what they think are the common good, the caring of 'their' people. Caring is the promise of the Swedish 'people's home' that the Social Democratic regime failed to provide. Caring creates subject positions both for women (as caring mothers) and for men (as protectors and caring fathers of the nation). Furthermore, SD the SD supporters in our study construct their exclusion and separation from the racialised other, not only as caring for the self, for our own, but also as caring for them, preserving their purity as the 'other'.

**Concluding remarks**

The growing body of research on Populist Radical Right Parties has gone to some lengths to avoid naming these parties racist. Inspired by feminist, antiracist and postcolonial theories, and by our own experiences as non-white researchers, we argue in contrast that these parties should not only be named as cultural racists, but that they are not aberrations, polluting an otherwise non-racist liberal democratic Europe. We see the Sweden Democrats and similar
European parties as extreme versions within an internal European dynamic, in which racialisation and cultural racism are present.

We have tried to show how cultural racism is linked to an ambiguous position concerning feminism and gender equality. In one sense, cultural racism walks hand in hand with a reactionary and anti-feminist understanding of gender equality. In another sense, and in subordinating gender politics to cultural racism, gender equality is named as something ‘Swedish’ against the migrant other, especially Muslims. This paradoxical position is probably a hallmark of this type of culturally racist party in a Nordic context, in which gender equality, albeit critical of feminism, becomes an important element in constructing nationalism in a culturally racist praxis.

A large part of the article centres on care as a prism through which to grasp cultural racism. Our informants framed two forms of care discourses. On the one hand, a caring racism focused on nurturing a ‘we’ defended against the migrant other. However, a more inclusive form of caring racism was also found, in which ethnopluralism was made visible. Protecting Sweden against migrants was not only a way of caring for the ‘Swedes’, women members of the Sweden Democrats argued, but also a way of caring for the migrants themselves (and their cultures).

Thus, inspired by antiracist and postcolonial feminist analysis, we argue that narratives about care, which have often been strongly linked to Scandinavian feminist analyses of a normatively positive praxis of women’s care work, should be rethought in a way that also allows for problematic facets of care.
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